
Mastercom’s Public Safety Solutions 
– Control Rooms, Networks, Devices 
and Special Builds 
WHEN QUALITY COUNTS, MASTERCOM HAS A SOLUTION

For personnel operating in the Public Safety sector, P25 radios are the standard of choice. 

At Mastercom, we have extensive experience working with public safety agencies, providing a 
range of products and special builds to suit critical operations. 

From the supply of terminals, control room setups and forward command vehicles, 
Mastercom delivers intelligent business solutions to Agencies all over NSW.



P25 Digital Radios – the Radio of Choice 
for Assured Public Safety Across Australia 

Digital Radio Functions

New digital radios have revolutionised the way that the public safety sector is able to communicate across 
the country. With multi-frequency bands and the ability to function over LTE, Wi-Fi or satellite, users can 
operate no matter where they are dispatched, enabling focus to be maintained on the mission at hand. 

Fundamental to coordinating effective response and meeting the demands of field work, is having a 
device that maintains voice clarity, battery life and features a robust build to withstand harsh operating 
environments. New generation P25 digital radios are designed to meet such needs. 

Control Room Integrations

Mastercom integrates control room technology to suit all public safety communications technology 
including P25, Analog, Airband and Digital LMR, enabling different stakeholder groups communication 
capabilities with Incident Commanders. 

Vehicular Installations & Forward Command Vehicles

Mastercom supplies a range of vehicle communications systems and special builds that are the mainstay 
of the control room on the road. A range of devices are available, suited and configurable to operational 
needs and response scenarios. 
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Ready to maximise the clarity, 
control and capacity of your 
communications? Get in touch 
with the team at Mastercom


